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I. Description: Lead-Clean is a water-based,
biodegradable, lead dust cleaner & paint deglosser. A
special NON-TSP formula eliminates lead dust, the most
common cause of lead poisoning. Lead-Clean is designed to
hold lead in solution for effective removal. It is also an
excellent multipurpose cleaner on dirt, stains, grease, grime
and unwanted marks. It is designed to react quickly and work
efficiently. It is specifically engineered to have excellent
wetting action to better penetrate surface soils. As a post
paint removal product, it insures effective, time saving cleanup. Lead-Clean is also two products on one. For use prior to
lead paint encapsulation, let it dwell longer and a special
deglossing agent helps insure proper adherence.
II. Instructions:
A. Use as a Lead Dust & Multi-purpose cleaner
1. As a Household lead dust cleaner, Lead-Clean should
be used full strength. As a commercial lead dust cleaner,
multi-purpose cleaner, or post paint removal clean-up
product, Lead-Clean may be used full strength or diluted up
to 3 to 1 with water.

B. Use as a Paint Deglosser
1. As a paint deglosser, Lead-Clean should be used full
strength.
2. Clean off surface dirt using a damp cloth.
3. Apply Lead-Clean using a cloth, sponge, trigger spray or
garden type sprayer for larger areas.
4. Work Lead-Clean into the surface using brush or pad if
necessary. Allow Lead-Clean to dwell on the surface
approximately 10-15 minutes.
5. While surface is still wet, wipe down with a dry cloth. If
Lead-Clean has dried on the surface, wipe down with a wet
sponge and allow to dry.
6. Let dry approximately 1 hour before applying
encapsulant or new finish.
7. Inspect visually. Do test patch where necessary.
8. Use second application when necessary.

2. Apply Lead-Clean using a cloth, sponge, trigger spray or
garden type sprayer for larger areas.
3. Wipe Lead-Clean onto the surface - work in with a brush
or pad for stubborn areas. Allow to dwell on the surface for
up to 5 minutes.
4. Wipe down with a wet sponge/cloth and let dry.
5. When repainting after paint removal, let dry
approximately 1 Hour before applying new finish.
6. Hepa vacuum where necessary. Inspect visually and
with wipe sample where necessary.
7. Use second application when necessary. As a lead dust
cleaner, do not reuse applicators.

C. Coverages: Full Strength: 400-450 sq. ft.,
Diluted 1-1 (makes 2 gals) 800-900 sq. ft.,
Diluted 2-1 (makes 3 gals): 1200-1350sq. ft.,
Diluted 3-1 ( makes 4 gals): 1600-1800 sq. ft.
III. Safety Instructions: Safety goggles or face shield are
recommended for eye protection. Protective gloves such as
neoprene, nitrile gloves are also recommended. In case of
eye contact flush with plenty of cool water for 15 minutes, lift
lids, do not rub. Get medical attention. In case of ingestiondrink water or milk to dilute. Do not induce vomiting. Get
medical attention immediately.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
Dispose of properly.
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